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Physical Mains vs. Virtual Mains
Physical Main: A physical main is an overcurrent protection method
where the fuse or circuit breaker is mechanically installed at the
point in a single-line-diagram (SLD) where NEC Article 240.21 or
Article 450 require overcurrent protection for downstream assets. In
a SLD drawing, a typical physical main looks like this:
MV Relay

Available utility fault
current at 13.8kV is 5kA
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Circuit Breaker
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Available Arc Flash Incident
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PPE CATEGORY
IS DANGEROUS
(NO PPE IS SAFE)

Either fuses or circuit breakers can be applied as physical main
overcurrent protection devices.

Physical Mains vs. Virtual Mains
Virtual Main: A virtual main is an overcurrent protection method
where the circuit breaker is mechanically installed at an upstream
location other than the point in the SLD where the overcurrent
protected must be located per NEC Article 240.21 or Article 450. In a
SLD drawing, a typical secondary virtual main (SVM) looks like this:
MV Relay

Note: 87T (transformer
differential) and/or
50ARC Arc Flash
protection may be
added to the virtual
main protective relay
Protective Relay
(Virtual Main Relay)

Available Arc Flash
Incident Energy is 5.7
calories per cm2 at an 18inch Working Distance
inside the LV distribution
gear

Only circuit breakers can be applied as secondary virtual mains.

Physical Mains vs. Virtual Mains
The National Electric Code (NEC) makes NO DISTINCTION between physical mains
or secondary virtual mains (SVM) in terms of system overcurrent protection
functionality. Both physical main and SVM systems equally meet NEC overcurrent
protection requirements. Note that in order to place the switchboard shown
below into an electrically safe working condition, the primary must be LOTOed in
either the physical main or the secondary virtual main configurations.

Physical Main System

Secondary Virtual Main System

Physical Mains vs. Virtual Mains
Despite the fact that secondary virtual mains (SVMs) have been successfully
applied since the late 1940’s and despite thousands of NEC-compliant SVM
installations, Tech4 has encountered electrical engineers and even AHJs
(authorities having jurisdiction) who have a poor understanding of SVMs and why
SVMs are frequently a better design choice than a physical secondary main. When
we hear that SVMs are not recognized by the NEC, our first reaction is to say . . .

Physical Main System

Secondary Virtual Main System

Physical Mains vs. Virtual Mains
The NEC requires overcurrent protection and defines the functionality of the
overcurrent protection. The NEC does not specify when physical mains must be
utilized in lieu of secondary virtual mains (SVMs). Similarly, the NEC does not
define when a circuit breaker must be utilized instead of a fuse. The NEC does
define where and under what conditions overcurrent protection must be applied.
Does it make a difference in terms of
distance, that the circuit breaker is
located on the primary side of the
transformer, rather than the secondary
side in an SVM configuration?

Answer: absolutely not.; just ask any physics major ☺
Taking into account the average drift velocity, electromagnetic
waves propagate in vacuum at a maximum speed of
299,792,458 meters per second. However, the speed of
electromagnetic wave propagation in materials is slower than
in vacuum by a factor referred to as the velocity factor. The
velocity factor for copper conductors is about 0.951. Therefore,
the speed of electricity in a copper conductor is 299,792,458
meters per second x 0.951 or 285,102,627 meters per second.

Secondary Virtual Main System

Physical Mains vs. Virtual Mains
Perhaps the only problem associated with Secondary Virtual Mains (SVMs) is the
name, “virtual”. In terms of electrical overcurrent protection functionality, a
SVM is a main device in the same respect a physical main is a main overcurrent
protection device. In fact, modern microprocessor-based protective relays offer
additional protective functions and improved coordination compared to many
traditional physical main devices.

For purposes of visualization, pretend that a
circuit breaker or fuse is installed at exactly
the physical location of the current
transformers (CTs) in the SVM circuit. From
an electrical power system study perspective,
this is EXACTLY the point in the SVM system
where the overcurrent protection starts.

Secondary Virtual Main System

NEC (NPFA 70) Requirements
The National Electric Code (NEC) has separate sections for
transformer feeder protection and transformer protection. Article
240 lists requirements for transformer feeder protection, while
Article 450 provides requirements for transformer protection.
Neither section makes any distinction between protection with a
physical main vs. protection with a secondary virtual main (SVM).
Either physical or SVM systems can protect feeders or transformers,
as defined in Articles 240 and 450.

NEC (NPFA 70) Device Recognition
The National Electric Code makes no distinction in terms of
overcurrent protection device compliance between a programmable
relay using separately-mounted current transformers (CTs) and a
secondary low-voltage circuit breaker with an integrated (built-in)
trip unit:
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Physical Main Applications
A physical main overcurrent protection device is the
most common electrical system configuration. While this
traditional configuration is functional, it has several
disadvantages which can have a negative impact on
safety, reliability, and maintainability.

Typical LV
Circuit Breaker

Typical MV
Circuit Breaker

Physical Main Safety Issues
Prior to the quantification of arc flash hazards and the publication
of NFPA 70E, it was acceptable to LOTO (lockout / tagout) on a
close-coupled physical main in a low voltage UL891 switchboard,
and work in the feeder breaker section, as shown below:

1200A and smaller
feeder breakers
3000A / 480V Main Circuit
Breaker used for LOTO

1600A Feeder Breaker

Physical Main Safety Issues
IEEE 1584, IEEE C37.20.7, and NFPA 70E have all changed our understanding of electrical
safety and system reliability with respect to arc flash risk. The line-side of the physical
main on an unprotected transformer secondary bus usually has an arc flash incident
energy in excess of 40 calories per cm2 at the IEEE 1584-recommended 18-inch Working
Distance. This high level of arc flash risk is typically referenced as, “PPE Category
Dangerous”, which means NO PPE IS SAFE.

The entire switchboard is
labeled PPE Category
Dangerous (no PPE is safe).

Arc
Flash

Arc flash incident energy on the
unprotected secondary bus of a
substation transformer is
typically greater than 40 cal/cm2.

Bottom Feed Configuration

Physical Main Safety Summary
A close-coupled physical main device can provide overcurrent
protection, but due to an improved understanding of arc flash
physics, it is no longer an acceptable IEEE, NFPA, or OSHArecognized lockout/tagout device for purposes of placing the
switchboard itself in an electrically safe working condition.
WHENEVER THE LINE-SIDE OF A PHYSICAL MAIN IS ENERGIZED,
THE PHYSICAL MAIN ENCLOSURE IS TO BE CONSIDERED EXPOSED
ENERGIZED WHEN OPENED, per the definition of exposedenergized in NFPA 70E (Article 100, Page 11). The same concern
applies to all close-coupled physical mains, in both low voltage
and medium voltage systems.

Resolving Physical Main Safety Issues
One solution to the arc flash challenge with physical mains is to
physically segregate (mechanically separate) the physical main
from the feeder circuits. This adds to system cost, size, and
complexity, and the physical main is still PPE Category Dangerous
(more than 40 cals/cm2, “no PPE is safe”).

Physical Main Reliability Issues
The high level of available arc flash incident energy inside
switchgear with a close-coupled physical main will likely subject
the distribution equipment to catastrophic damage during an arc
flash event. In low-voltage UL891 construction or medium
voltage metal-enclosed construction, arc flash events on one side
of a close-coupled main-tie-main switchboard can impact both
“A” and “B” bus sides of the switchboard.

Physical Main Design Summary
1.

A physical main overcurrent protection device remains the only choice when
an upstream circuit breaker is not available to be connected to a protective
relay. In these situations, physically separating the main from the feeders may
be the only way to reduce arc flash incident energy in the feeders.

2.

A physical main overcurrent protection device is usually more expensive than a
SVM design, and requires additional space to install.

3.

A physical main overcurrent protection device is usually more expensive than a
SVM design, and requires additional space to install.

4.

In most close-coupled switchgear construction, both low-voltage and mediumvoltage, a physical secondary main is no longer considered an acceptable LOTO
device by OSHA, IEEE, or the NFPA for placing a switchgear asset into an
electrically safe working condition.

5.

Physical secondary main designs often leave an unacceptably high amount of
arc flash incident energy on the line-side of the main device, posing both
electrical safety and asset reliability challenges.
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Secondary Virtual Main (SVM) Configuration

* Assumes the SVM is implemented with the current transformers (CTs)
installed inside the transformer enclosure instead of the secondary switchgear
enclosure. Transformer PPE Category assumes 87T (transformer differential)
protection; all assets must be modeled in a power system study.

Secondary Virtual Main (SVM)
Safety Advantages *
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Open primary
breaker with a
52CS device
installed where the
secondary breaker
would have been
installed ☺

No PPE
required for
switching or
grounding! *
Secondary Virtual Main (SVM) Configuration

* Assumes primary medium voltage isolation switch is IEEE C37.20.7compliant, such as the Schneider Electric LBSkit isolation switch on the line-side
of a vacuum circuit breaker. If you include the optional integrated grounding
switch with the isolation switch, your maintenance staff will *love you forever*.
As always, equipment must be properly applied and maintained.

Secondary Virtual Main (SVM)
Safety & Reliability Design Considerations
1.

SVM configuration is just one of many system design considerations for improving
electrical safety and electrical asset reliability.

2.

Consider adding ANSI/IEEE 87T protection (transformer differential protection). In
an SVM configuration, the CT’s are already on the primary & secondary, so the
only cost of 87T is a better protective relay and some engineering resources.

3.

Consider adding arc flash protection via zone selective interlocking, an arc flash
protective relay, or (ultimate protection) an active Arc Quencher system. Only an
active Arc Quencher will always guarantee maximum system reliability and the
lowest possible arc flash incident energy (always less than 1.2 calories per cm2.

4.

For a primary switchgear design, consider an arc-rated isolation switch with
integrated grounding over a vacuum circuit breaker. Ask us about the latest
vacuum circuit breaker innovation with a 12ms (.012s) opening time, which
exponentially reduces arc flash incident energy!

5.

Consider high resistance grounding (HRG), which reduces the probability (risk) of
an arc flash event by at least 95% according to IEEE.

Primary Arc Resistant Isolation Switch
with Integrated Grounding
This is a separate subject warranting a separate switchgear presentation, rather than this
one slide. If you are curious about the primary isolation & grounding switch from
Schneider Electric which is popularly utilized in Secondary Virtual Main (SVM)
configurations with vacuum circuit breakers, the graphic below shows the physical switch
construction; contact Tech4 for a comprehensive LBSkit (HVLcc switch) presentation.

Medium Voltage “Arc Flash” Circuit Breaker
12ms Opening Time (5kV & 15kV)
27ms opening time (27kV & 34.5kV)
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